
UN migration agency reports surge in
displacement from Mosul as fighting
intensifies

28 February 2017 – The United Nations migration agency today reported
thousands of new arrivals at Iraqi sites for the internally displaced persons
(IDPs) fleeing Mosul’s western sector where fighting is taking place between
the Government forces and Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL/Da’esh)
terrorists.

“The stories of the survivors are heart-breaking,” said Thomas Lothar Weiss,
Iraq Chief of Mission of the International Organization for Migration (IOM),
in a press release.

Since the start of Iraqi forces’ efforts to retake the city’s western section
on 19 February, more than 10,000 people have been displaced in the zone,
according to Iraq’s Ministry of Migration and Displacement (MoMD).

“We are very worried about the fate of the tens of thousands of families
still trapped inside of West Mosul,” said Mr. Weiss.

IOM reported some 1,650 people arrived today at the Hamam al-Aleel facility,
and nearly 2,800 arrived at Qayara air strip on Sunday night. Both these
locations are in Nineweh Governorate southeast of Mosul.

MoMD estimates another 3,000 individuals are already moving towards the
checkpoints and are expected to arrive tomorrow

. These numbers, among the largest in weeks, are just a fraction of the
250,000 or more people who could yet be displaced from western Mosul as
fighting escalates, said IOM Iraq press officer Hala Jaber.

. “There is serious concern for the 750,000 trapped in the densely populated
western sector, with conditions worsening daily, according to reports and
testimonies from those who have managed to escape,” she said.

RELATED: UN refugee agency focuses on sheltering displaced as Iraqi offensive
moves to west Mosul

Those who arrived at the Qayara site yesterday, including children, spoke of
seeing dead bodies on the streets as they escaped. Many corpses, they said,
were ISIL fighters; others civilians killed by Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs) laid by militants.

Families escaping with children are reportedly taping their mouths with duct
tape to ensure they don’t cry or make a sound that would alert ISIL. Other
families are giving their children sleeping pills or Valium to keep them
quiet during their escape.
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IOM’s Qayara site is currently providing shelter for 4,472 displaced families
or 25,344 individuals, with a planned capacity to hold 10,000 families or
60,000 individuals. The Haj Ali emergency site is currently hosting 1,565
displaced families, or 6,994 individuals, with a planned capacity for 7,000
families, or 40,000 individuals.

Migrating children and women, suffer
‘sexual violence, exploitation, abuse
and detention’ – UN agency

28 February 2017 – A senior United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) official
is calling the routes from sub-Saharan Africa into Libya and across the sea
to Europe one of the “world’s deadliest and most dangerous for children and
women,” as the agency reported that nearly half of the women and children
interviewed after making the voyage were raped.

“Refugee and migrant children and women are routinely suffering sexual
violence, exploitation, abuse and detention along the Central Mediterranean
migration route from North Africa to Italy,” UNICEF warned in a new report, A
Deadly Journey for Children: The Central Mediterranean Migrant Route .

At the time of the report, 256,000 migrants were recorded in Libya – of who
about 54,000 included women and children. UNICEF estimates that this is a low
count with actual numbers at least three times higher.

In addition, it is believed that at least 181,000 people – including more
than 25,800 unaccompanied children – used smugglers in 2016 to try to reach
Italy. At the most dangerous portion ¬– from southern Libya to Sicily – one
in every 40 people is killed, according to UNICEF.

“The Central Mediterranean from North Africa to Europe is among the world’s
deadliest and most dangerous migrant routes for children and women,” said
Afshan Khan, UNICEF Regional Director and Special Coordinator for the Refugee
and Migrant Crisis in Europe.

“The route is mostly controlled by smugglers, traffickers and other people
seeking to prey upon desperate children and women who are simply seeking
refuge or a better life,” Mr. Khan added.

In Libya, Addis, holding his 30-month-old son, Lato, sits in a cell at the
Alguaiha detention centre, which houses illegal migrants apprehended while
attempting the dangerous voyage across the Mediterranean Sea. Photo:
UNICEF/UNI187398/Romenzi
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The UNICEF report is based on a survey in the field of 122 people, including
82 women and 40 children from 11 nationalities. Among the children, 15 are
girls between the ages of 10 and 17.

“Nearly half the women and children interviewed had experienced sexual abuse
during migration – often multiple times and in multiple locations,” according
to the report, with “widespread and systematic” sexual violence at crossings
and checkpoints.

In addition, about three-quarters of all the children interviewed said that
they had “experienced violence, harassment or aggression at the hands of
adults” including beatings, verbal and emotional abuse.

At the mercy of smugglers, children and women were left in debt and often had
to agree to “pay as you ago” arrangements.

In western Libya, women were often held in detention centres were they
reported “harsh conditions, such as poor nutrition and sanitation,
significant overcrowding and a lack of access to health care and legal
assistance,” according to UNICEF.

Included in the report is a six-point agenda calling for safe and legal
pathways and safeguards to protect migrating children. The UN agency is
urging Governments and the European Union to adopt this agenda.

Meanwhile, in Libya, the UN International Organization for Migration (IOM),
the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR) and partners held a five-day training for
managers and staff of Libyan detention centres to promote human rights and
ensure that the detainees are treated in line with international standards.

Yemen: UN verifies nearly 1,500 boys
recruited for use in armed conflict

28 February 2017 – The United Nations human rights office today urged all
warring parties in Yemen to immediately release child soldiers, noting that
the UN has verified the recruitment of 1,476 children, all boys, between 26
March 2015 and 31 January 2017.

“The numbers are likely to be much higher as most families are not willing to
talk about the recruitment of their children, for fear of reprisals,” Ravina
Shamdasani, spokesperson for the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights (OHCHR), told reporters at the regular bi-weekly press briefing in
Geneva.

She said her Office received numerous reports of the recruitment of children
in Yemen for use in the armed conflict, mostly by the Popular Committees
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affiliated with the Houthis.

Since 2015, the southern Arabian nation has been in a conflict between forces
loyal to President Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi and those allied to the Houthi
rebel movement.

Just last week, OHCHR received new reports of children who were recruited
without the knowledge of their families.

“Children under the age of 18 often join the fighting after either being
misled or attracted by promises of financial rewards or social status. Many
are then quickly sent to the front lines of the conflict or tasked with
manning checkpoints,” Ms. Shamdasani said.

She reminded all parties to the conflict that the recruitment and use of
children in armed conflict is strictly forbidden by international human
rights law and international humanitarian law, and when concerning cases of
recruitment of children under fifteen may amount to a war crime.

The conflict in Yemen has, between March 2015 and 23 February 2017, led to
4,667 civilian deaths and 8,180 injured civilians.

At the same briefing, Christophe Boulierac, spokesperson for the UN
Children’s Fund (UNICEF), said that every 10 minutes, a child under the age
of five died in Yemen from preventable diseases such diarrhoea, pneumonia or
measles, because the health system is on the verge of collapse. Some 50 per
cent of the health facilities in the country were not functioning.

“The rate of severe acute malnutrition in children under five had tripled
between 2014 and 2016. There are currently approximately 2.2 million
malnourished children in the country, including 462,000 children suffering
from severe acute malnutrition,” he said.

South Sudan: UN official calls for
unfettered relief access to avert
further catastrophe

28 February 2017 – With hundreds of thousands in need of assistance in
famine-struck parts of South Sudan and rising insecurity hampering relief
work, a senior United Nations relief official in the country has called on
all parties to ensure that humanitarians have immediate, safe and unhindered
access across the nation.

&#8220The people of South Sudan are suffering beyond measure. [The famine]
represents only the most extreme tip of the iceberg of needs in this
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country,&#8221 said Eugene Owusu, the Humanitarian Coordinator in the
country, in a news release issued by the UN Office of the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).

On 20 February, famine was formally declared in parts of the country. A
formal declaration means people have already started dying of hunger.

&#8220To avert further catastrophe, it is imperative that humanitarians are
able to act swiftly and robustly,&#8221 Mr. Owusu underlined.

The UN official’s call follows a series of recent events which have hampered
humanitarian operations and placed civilians at risk. For instance, during
clashes in Jonglei state, humanitarian compounds were looted by armed actors
and community members; and 28 humanitarian workers were forced to relocate
from Mayendit County, one of the two counties hit by famine in Unity state,
due to insecurity.

Aid workers were also denied access last week to key locations outside of
Lainya town, in Central Equatoria, where tens of thousands of people in need
have not been reached with aid in months.

RELATED: Famine declared in region of South Sudan &#8211 UN

&#8220I implore all parties to this conflict to uphold their responsibilities
under international humanitarian law, place the plight of the people first,
give aid workers unfettered access, and protect civilians,&#8221 Mr. Owusu
added.

&#8220Time is of the essence, and lives are in the balance, so it is critical
that these words be translated into concrete actions on the ground
immediately.&#8221

The news release also noted that President of South Sudan provided
reassurances that all humanitarian organizations will have unimpeded access
to needy populations across the country.

According to OCHA, insecurity and lack of access have complicated an already
worrying situation: more than 100,000 people face starvation in the famine-
declared parts of the country, and a further one million are on the brink of
famine. There are also fears that by the height of the lean season in July,
some 5.5 million people could face severe food insecurity across the country.

Additionally, since December 2013, about 3.4 million people have been
displaced, including about 1.5 million who fled as refugees to neighbouring
countries.

Against this backdrop, humanitarian organizations have appealed urgent funds
to respond to the escalating crisis, with $1.6 billion required to provide
life-saving assistance and protection to some 5.8 million people across South
Sudan in 2017.



UN rights expert calls on Myanmar
authorities to protect the Rohingya
population

27 February 2017 – Concluding a four-day visit to parts of Bangladesh where
she met with members of Myanmar’s Rohingya community who fled there after
violence following attacks on a border post in early October and the ensuing
military operations, a United Nations expert called for urgent action by the
Government of Myanmar to end the suffering of the Rohingya population in the
country.

&#8220The magnitude of violence that these families have witnessed and
experienced is far more extensive than I had originally speculated,&#8221
highlighted Yanghee Lee, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human
rights in Myanmar.

She recounted several allegations of horrific attacks including the slitting
of some people’s throats, indiscriminate shootings, houses being set alight
with people tied up inside and very young children being thrown into the
fire, as well as gang rapes and other sexual violence.

Earlier this month, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR) issued a flash report, based on its interviews with the people who
fled Myanmar, in which it documented mass gang-rape, killings, including of
babies and young children, brutal beatings, disappearances and other serious
human rights violations by the country’s security forces.

In addition to the alleged human rights violations occurring within the
context of the security operations that followed the 9 October attacks, Ms.
Lee also highlighted today how the Government of Myanmar appears to have
taken, and continues to take, actions which discriminate against the Rohingya
and make their lives even more difficult.

RELATED: UN report details ‘devastating cruelty’ against Rohingya population
in Myanmar’s Rakhine province

&#8220I urge the Government of Myanmar to immediately cease the
discrimination that the community continues to face, to act now to prevent
any further serious rights violations and to conduct prompt, thorough,
independent and impartial investigations into those already alleged to have
occurred,&#8221 said the UN rights expert.

&#8220We all owe it to those I have met and their fellow community members to
do everything in our power to ensure this is done and to give the Rohingya
people reason to hope again,&#8221 she added.
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During her mission to Bangladesh, Ms. Lee visited the capital Dhaka and the
town of Cox’s Bazar, located near its border with Myanmar, where many members
of the Rohingya community had fled to. Ms. Lee will present her full report
to the UN Human Rights Council on 13 March.

Special Rapporteurs and independent experts are appointed by the Geneva-based
Human Rights Council to examine and report back on a specific human rights
theme or a country situation. The positions are honorary and the experts are
not UN staff, nor are they paid for their work.


